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Measles transmission across continents

- San Diego family travels to Switzerland
- Swiss msls vax levels: 78% due to parental opposition to vax
- U.S. child develops measles upon return
- Infects 4 children in ped ofc (3 infants)
- Infects 7 others at school (none vaccinated)
- Total cost of containment: $177,000
Enactment of School Immunization Requirements

- 1855: Massachusetts (smallpox)
- 1905: 11 states
- 1963: 20 states
- 1970: 29 states
- 1977: all governors urged to enact & enforce laws
- 1980: 50 states
Evolution of Immunization Programs
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Measles Case Clusters Reported to CDC, 2008

- Grant Co, WA (19)
- Milwaukee, WI (6)
- DuPage Co, IL (31)
- NYC (27)
- San Diego (12)
- Pima Co, AZ (14)

Total reported cases = 140

= clusters of cases
Reported Cases of *Haemophilus influenzae* type B
Selected States

**Minnesota (2005):**
5 cases of Hib disease
3 unvax; 1 child died

**Pennsylvania (2008):**
7 cases of Hib disease
6 unvax; 3 children died
Number and Percentage of Kg Children with Reported Exemption to Vaccination U.S., 2009–10 School Year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Percent Exempt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.C./Kentucky</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia/Mississippi</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Are Your Kids Vaccinated? More Parents Choosing Not To Have Kids Get Shots.

Source: technorati.com (11/28/2011)

Are 'opt-out' parents and unvaxxed kids a health threat?

More and more parents are opting out of vaccinations for their kids.

In eight states now, more than 1 in 20 public school kindergartners aren’t getting all the vaccines required for attendance, an Associated Press analysis found. That growing trend among parents seeking vaccine exemptions has health officials worried about outbreaks of diseases that once were all but stamped out.

"Study after study after study has shown that vaccines are safe, so why are so many parents still convinced it’s not right for their children?" TODAY’s Matt Lauer asked NBC Chief Medical Editor Dr. Nancy Snyderman.

Today Moms: msnbc; 11/29/2011)
More parents opting out of school vaccinations for their kids

Posted: Nov 29, 2011 2:56 PM CST
Updated: Dec 6, 2011 2:59 PM CST

COLUMBIA, SC (WIS) - A new study suggests many kids don't have the vaccinations they need to attend public school.

Recently, the AAP research looked at several states and found that eight of them had a growing number of parents seeking exemptions for their children.

While South Carolina was not at the top of the list, one doctor says misconceptions could be to blame.

Dr. Anna-Kathryn Rya is the division director of pediatric infectious diseases at Palmetto Health Children's Hospital. She says having a large number of unvaccinated children in any state, could mean new outbreaks of diseases we haven't seen in a while.

"We've already started to see outbreaks of certain vaccine preventable diseases specifically pertussis," said Dr. Rya.

According to DHEC, even though the number of parents opting out of vaccinating their children in South Carolina is less than one percent, outbreaks still remain a concern for some of families.

Dr Rye says usually those concerns fall into one of three categories; the first is that thimerosal in vaccines cause autism.

"That has been completely ruled out as a cause of autism," said Dr. Rye.
"However, I will say, nowadays almost all childhood vaccines are thimerosal free."

Vaccines for kids shirked in eight states

By David W Freeman  Topical Health Care, News, Kids and family

November 28, 2011 10:46 AM

(CBS/AP) Have parents given the cold shoulder to immunizations for their kids? In eight states, more than 1 in 20 public school kindergartners fail to get all the vaccines required for attendance, according to a new Associated Press analysis. That apparent trend has health officials worried about outbreaks of diseases that once were all but eliminated.

PICTURES - Vaccines for kids: 8 states where parents say no

The analysis found that more than half of states have seen at least an uptick in the rate of exemptions in the past five years.

It's "really gotten much worse," said Mary Selecky, secretary of health for Washington state, where 6 percent of public school parents have opted out.

Source: CBSNews.com (11/29/2011)
Where Could The Next Outbreak Of Measles Be?

Wall Street Journal, March 21, 2012

Hot Spots

Vaccination rates against once common childhood diseases like measles are generally high around the country. But public-health officials worry about a growing number of geographic pockets where rates are low or outbreaks have happened.

Southwest Oregon
State health officials are preparing how to respond to a potential infectious disease outbreak in counties like Josephine, where 10% of children aren’t vaccinated, twice the state rate.

Lancaster County, Pa.
Public health officials watch Amish communities closely, as parents tend to vaccinate their children at low rates because of a lack of access and religious concerns.

San Diego
A measles outbreak in 2008 was traced to an unvaccinated 7-year-old boy who contracted the disease in Switzerland and passed it on to 11 other unvaccinated children.
Source: WSJ research

Boulder, Colo.
Eleven percent of schoolchildren aren’t vaccinated. Parents have clashed over whether requests for vaccination exemptions should be signed by a doctor and a religious leader.

Indianapolis
Two people infected with measles visited the Super Bowl entertainment village last month, part of an outbreak totaling 16 cases. Nationwide, 222 cases of measles last year was the highest since 1996.

Miami
Public health officials are investigating why a quarter of kindergartners in Miami-Dade County don’t have all the required vaccinations.

The Wall Street Journal
Impact of PBEs on disease

- Exemptors were 35 times more likely to contract measles than were vaccinated persons. *(JAMA, 1999)*

- Exemptors to school imm requirements were 22.2 times more likely to acquire measles and 5.9 times more likely to acquire pertussis than were vaccinated children. *(JAMA, 2000)*

- Vaccine refusers had a 23-fold higher risk for pertussis when compared with vaccine acceptors. *(Pediatrics, 2009)*

- Vaccine refusers had a 9-fold higher risk of varicella illness. *(Archives of Peds & Adol Med, 2010)*

See www.immunize.org/catg.d/p2069.pdf
Non-Medical Exemptions by Ease of Exemption
1991 - 2007

- Religious + PBEs = higher nonmedical exemption rates
- Religious exemptions = lower nonmedical exemption rates
- Easily granted exemptions = higher exemption rates
- Medium/difficult exemptions = lower nonmedical exemption rates

Omer et al., Nonmedical Exemptions to School Imm Requirements. JAMA, 2006
Types of non-medical, non-religious exemptions

- Personal beliefs/personal reasons/convictions (7)
- Philosophical/moral reasons (4)
- Other grounds/objections/written objection (3)
- Conscientiously held beliefs/reasons of conscience (3)
- Philosophical or personal objection (1)
- Strong moral or ethical conviction similar to a religious belief (1)
States without religious exemptions to school immunization requirements

May 2012
Non-medical, non-religious exemptions permitted to school immunization requirements

May 2012
Recommended Components of State PBE

- Personal belief must be sincere & firmly held
- Parents/guardians must receive state-approved counseling
- Parents/guardians must sign a statement delineating
  - the basis, strength, and duration of their belief
  - their understanding of the risks on the child’s health and to others
  - their acknowledgment that decision is on behalf of their child
- Parents/guardians required to
  - revisit the decision annually with a state-approved counselor
  - submit signed statement annually
  - acknowledge in writing their awareness that child will be excluded if outbreak
- State must track PBE rates and evaluate impact on VPDs
Additional existing safeguards within non-medical exemptions to state imm mandates

- No additional requirements (7)
- One additional requirement (7)
  - Parent given risk/benefit info
  - Signed affidavit or letter
  - SHD/LHD form (3)
  - Notarized
  - Witness by LHO
- Two additional requirements (2)
  - SHD form; reasons given in writing
  - Signed affidavit; limited to 2 years
- Three additional requirements (1)
  - SHD form, risk/benefit information, signed by HCP
- Four additional requirements (1)
  - SHD form, notarized, risk/benefit information, limited to 1 year
States with legislation expanding/adding non-medical exemptions in 2011-12

- WA
- OR
- NV
- MT
- ID
- AK
- UT
- AZ
- WY
- ND
- NE
- KS
- NM
- CO
- LA
- AR
- IN
- MI
- OH
- GA
- AL
- VA
- NC
- SC
- WV
- NJ
- NY
- ME
- MA
- RI
- CT
- DE
- MD
- VA
- DC
- FL
- HI
Legislative Proposals in 2011-12

- Add a non-medical exemption (8 in 2011; 7 in 2012)
- Removes notarization requirement (1 in 2012)
States with legislation pertaining to non-medical exemptions in 2011-12

MAP: Map showing states with legislation pertaining to non-medical exemptions in 2011-12.
States with Legislative Proposals in 2011-12 to Strengthen Exemptions

- Arizona: stmtnt from HCP; risk/benefit info given
- California: stmtnt from HCP; risk/benefit info given
- Mississippi: multiple safeguards
- New Jersey: written explanation of religious conflict
- Vermont: eliminate PBE
- Washington: stmtnt from HCP; risk/benefit info given
Mississippi (introduced; not enacted)

- Parent/guardian must apply to LHO for “certificate of exemption”
- Parent/guardian must acknowledge specific information
- LHO must consider community variables
- Certificate is time limited
- Exemption may be revoked
- Exemptors placed in state registry
Vermont (effective 7/1/2012)

- Parent/guardian must use state form
- Parent/guardian must acknowledge review and understanding of:
  - Evidence-based information on immunizations
  - Failure to vaccinate increases risk of VPD
  - Possibility of transmission of life-threatening disease to unprotected vulnerable child
- Certificate is time limited (1 year)
- Applies to religious and philosophical exemptions
Personal belief exemptions for vaccination put people at risk. Examine the evidence for yourself.

Enforcement of mandatory immunization requirements for children entering childcare facilities and schools has resulted in high immunization coverage levels. While all states and the District of Columbia allow exemptions from the requirements for medical reasons, and all but two require exemptions to accommodate religious beliefs, 20 states allow exemptions based on personal beliefs.


Summary: A descriptive analysis of all cases of measles reported in the United States during 2001–2008.

Key findings: A total of 567 confirmed cases of measles and 38 outbreaks were reported during 2001–2008. Of these outbreaks, the 3 largest occurred primarily among personal belief exemptions defined as persons who were vaccine eligible, according to recommendations of the Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices or the World Health Organization, but remained unvaccinated because of personal or parental beliefs. During 2004–2008, a total of 68% of reported measles cases were among unvaccinated U.S. residents who were age-eligible for vaccination but who claimed a personal belief exemption to state immunization requirements.

Link: www.cdc.gov/nchc/pubrel/399229352


Summary: Researchers mapped vaccination-attitude rates by school and school district, analyzed measles transmission patterns, and conducted discussions and surveys to examine beliefs of parents who choose not to vaccinate their children.

Key findings: An intentionally unvaccinated 7-year-old child who was unknowingly infected with measles returned from Switzerland, resulting in over 100 new measles cases and increased measles exposure in more than 100 people. In San Diego, high personal belief exemption (PBE) rates were found in 10 schools (range, 42%-108%), schools and districts with high refusal rates were geographically clustered. Across all surveyed jurisdictions, higher PBE rates correlated strongly with lower measles vaccination rates.

Link: www.cdc.gov/nchc/pubrel/2030208


Summary: A case-control study of 133 physician-diagnosed cases of varicella among Kaiser Permanente Colorado members between 1998 and 2006. Each case was matched with a randomly selected control (i.e., people who did not have varicella disease).

Key findings: Compared with children of vaccine-accepting parents, children of vaccine-refusing parents had a 9.6-fold higher risk of varicella illness. Overall, 5% of varicella cases in the study population were vaccinated-refusal.

Link: www.cdc.gov/nchc/pubrel/1987573


Summary: A case-control study of 156 physician-diagnosed cases of pertussis among Kaiser Permanente Colorado members between 1998 and 2007; each case was matched with 4 randomly selected controls (n=595).

Key findings: Vaccine refusers had a 23-fold higher risk for pertussis when compared with vaccine acceptors, and 11% of pertussis cases in the entire study population were attributed to vaccine refusal.

Link: www.cdc.gov/nchc/pubrel/1987573


Summary: In 2008, during routine surveillance conducted by public health workers in Minnesota for invasive H influenzae type b (Hib) disease, 5 children ages 5 months to 3 years were reported with invasive Hib disease; 1 child died.

Key findings: Three of the five children with invasive Hib disease had not been vaccinated. One of the children was too young to complete the primary series of Hib vaccine, and another child, who had completed the primary series, was found to have an immune disorder that impairs response to vaccination.

Link: www.cdc.gov/nchc/pubrel/mmrweek/58/58-05a.html


Summary: Researchers evaluated the geographic clustering of personal belief exemptions in Michigan (1991–2004). N=4,495 (30% of children

Key findings: Researchers reported significant overlap between clusters of exemptions and clusters of pertussis cases. In addition, exemption rates appear to be increasing in Michigan, and nonmedical exemptions tend to be geographically clustered.

Link: www.cdc.gov/nchc/pubrel/1992599


Summary: A case-series investigation of the largest documented U.S.-based measles outbreak since 1996; included molecular typing of viral isolates, surveys of vaccination rates, interviews about vaccination attitudes, and cost surveys.

Key findings: This U.S. measles outbreak was caused when an unvaccinated teenager returned from Romania and introduced measles into a group of children whose parents objected to vaccination. Among people exposed at a church gathering, 50 lacked immunity to measles, 16 (32%) of whom acquired measles. During the 6 weeks after the gathering, a total of 41 cases of measles were confirmed. Of the people with confirmed measles, 97% were members of the church, 94% were unvaccinated, and 83% were children aged 5 to 19 years. In this outbreak, 68% of the contamination cost was incurred by a single hospital, where an unvaccinated employee potentially exposed children, immunocompromised patients, and employees to measles.

Link: www.cdc.gov/nchc/pubrel/1488554


Summary: Measurement of activities performed, personnel time and materials allocated, and direct costs occurred in 2004 U.S. dollars by the Iowa public health infrastructure during the study period of March 5 (date of first contact possible case) through May 12, 2004 (date of final contact).

Key findings: Total estimated cost of one case of measles: $142,458, of which 75% was attributable to personnel costs and overhead.

Link: www.cdc.gov/nchc/pubrel/15059503


Summary: A population-based, retrospective cohort study of all reported measles and pertussis cases among children ages 5–18 years in Colorado during 1987–1998.

Key findings: Exemptors were 22.7 times more likely to acquire measles and 5.9 times more likely to acquire pertussis than were vaccinated children. The rate of active 5–18-year-old children in measles outbreaks acquired infection through contact with exemptors.

Link: www.cdc.gov/nchc/pubrel/1135778


Summary: A population-based, retrospective cohort study of measles surveillance data collected by the CDC from 1985 through 1992 and a review of annual state immunization program reports on personal exemptions and vaccination coverage. The study group was restricted to school-aged children (5–19 years old).

Key findings: Exemptors are at least 35 times more likely to contract measles than were vaccinated persons.

Link: www.cdc.gov/nchc/pubrel/10430601

www.immunize.org/catg.d/p2069.pdf
Decision to Not Vaccinate My Child

I am the parent/guardian of the child named at the bottom of this form. My healthcare provider has recommended that my child be vaccinated against the diseases indicated below. I have been given a copy of the Vaccine Information Statement (VIS) that explains the benefits and risks of receiving each of the vaccines recommended for my child. I have carefully reviewed and considered all of the information given to me. However, I have decided not to have my child vaccinated at this time. I have read and acknowledge the following:

- I understand that some vaccine-preventable diseases (e.g., measles, mumps, pertussis [whooping cough]) are infecting unvaccinated U.S. children, resulting in many hospitalizations and even deaths.
- I understand that though vaccination has led to a dramatic decline in the number of U.S. cases of the diseases listed below, some of these diseases are quite common in other countries and can be brought to the U.S. by international travelers. My child, if unvaccinated, could easily get one of these diseases while traveling or from a traveler.
- I understand that my unvaccinated child could spread disease to another child who is too young to be vaccinated or whose medical condition (e.g., leukemia, other forms of cancer, immune system problems) prevents them from being vaccinated. This could result in long-term complications and even death for the other child.
- I understand that every parent exempted their child from vaccination, these diseases would return to our community in full force.
- I understand that my child may not be protected by “herd” or “community” immunity (i.e., the degree of protection that is the result of having most people in a population vaccinated against a disease).
- I understand that some vaccine-preventable diseases such as measles and pertussis are extremely infectious and have been known to infect even the very few unvaccinated people living in highly vaccinated populations.
- I understand that if my child is not vaccinated and consequently becomes infected, he or she could experience serious consequences, such as amputation, pneumonia, hospitalization, brain damage, paralysis, meningitis, seizures, deafness, and death. Many children left intentionally unvaccinated have suffered severe health consequences from their parents’ decision not to vaccinate them.
- I understand that my child may be excluded from his or her child care facility, school, sports events, or other organized activities during disease outbreaks. This means that I could miss many days of work to stay home with my child.
- I understand that the American Academy of Pediatrics, the American Academy of Family Physicians, and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention all clearly support preventing diseases through vaccination.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vaccine / Disease</th>
<th>VIS (y)</th>
<th>Vaccine recommended by child's provider</th>
<th>I decline this vaccine on the parent/guardian's signature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diphtheria pertussis (DTPaP)</td>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haemophilus influenza type b (HiB)</td>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepatitis A (HepA)</td>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepatitis B (HepB)</td>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human papillomavirus (HPV)</td>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influenza</td>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measles, mumps, rubella (MMR)</td>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vaccine / Disease</th>
<th>VIS (y)</th>
<th>Vaccine recommended by child's provider</th>
<th>I decline this vaccine on the parent/guardian's signature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Meninococcus (MCV)</td>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varicella (VAC)</td>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pneumoccal conjugate (PCV)</td>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polio, inactivated (IPV)</td>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotavirus (RV)</td>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetanus, diphtheria (TD)</td>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetanus, diphtheria, pertussis (TDp)</td>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In signing this form, I acknowledge that I am refusing to have my child vaccinated against one or more diseases listed above; I have placed my initials in the column titled “I decline this vaccine” to indicate the vaccine(s) I am declining. I understand that at any time in the future, I can change my mind and vaccinate my child.

Child’s name: __________________________ Date of birth: _________

Parent/guardian signature: __________________________ Date: _________

Doctor/nurse signature: __________________________ Date: _________

Immunization Action Coalition • 1575 Selby Ave. • St. Paul, MN 55104 • (651) 647-9009 • www.immunize.org • www.vaccineinformation.org
Additional information for healthcare professionals about IAC’s “Decision to Not Vaccinate My Child” form

Unfortunately, some parents will decide not to give their child some or all vaccines. For healthcare providers who want to assure that these parents fully understand the consequences of their decision, the Immunization Action Coalition (IAC) has produced a new form titled “Decision to Not Vaccinate My Child.” This form, which accompanies this page of additional information, facilitates and documents the discussion that a healthcare professional can have with parents about the risks of not having their child immunized before the child leaves the medical setting. Your use of IAC’s form doesn’t change the importance you place on obtaining and completing vaccination, factoring the parents’ attention on the unnecessary risk for which they are accepting responsibility, and may encourage a vaccine-hesitant parent to accept your recommendations. According to an American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) survey on immunization practices, almost all pediatricians reported that when faced with parents who refuse vaccination they attempt to educate parents regarding the importance of immunization and document the refusal in the patient’s medical record.1

Recommendations from the child’s healthcare provider about a vaccine can strongly influence parents’ final vaccination decision.2 Most parents trust their children’s doctor for vaccine safety information (78% endorsed “a lot of trust”) according to researchers from the University of Michigan.3 Similarly, analyses of the 2009 HealthStyles Survey found that the vast majority of parents (87.7%) name the child’s doctor or nurse as the most important source that helped them make decisions about vaccinating their child.4 Gott and colleagues found that the advice of their child’s healthcare provider was the main factor in changing the minds of parents who had been reluctant to vaccinate their children or who had delayed their children’s vaccination. Some vaccine-hesitant parents who felt satisfied with their pediatrician’s discussion of vaccination most often chose vaccination for their child.5

All parents and patients should be informed about the risks and benefits of vaccination. This can be facilitated by providing the appropriate Vaccine Information Statement (VIS) for each vaccine to the parent or legal representative, which is a requirement under federal law when vaccines are to be given. When parents refuse one or more recommended vaccinations, document that you provided the VISs, and have the parent initial and sign the vaccine refusal form. Keep the form in the patient’s medical record. Revisit the immunization discussion at each subsequent appointment. Some healthcare providers may want to flag the chart of unimmunized or partially immunized children to be reminded to revisit the immunization discussion. Failing also alerts the provider about missed immunizations when evaluating illness in children, especially in young children with fewer of unknown origin.

What do others say about documentation of parental refusal to vaccinate?

American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP): “Pediatricians need to explain the risks of not vaccinating and should have (parents) sign an informed refusal document at each visit during which vaccination is declined. A sample AAP refusal to Vaccinate form is available on the AAP.org immunization.”3

Association of State and Territorial Health Officials (ASTHO): “To address the risk of VPD, states should consider adopting more rigorous standards for non-medical vaccine exemptions that require parents to demonstrate that they have made a conscious, concurred, and informed decision in requesting these exemptions for their children. An example of such a standard might include a requirement for parents to complete a form that explicitly states the grounds for the exemption and requires them to acknowledge awareness of the disease-specific risks associated with not vaccinating their children.”6

National Association of County & City Health Officials (NACCHO): “School systems and childcare facilities (where appropriate) should use an exemption application form that requires a parent signature acknowledging their understanding that their decision not to immunize places their child and other children at risk for diseases and causing complications. The form should also state that in the event of an exposure to a vaccine-preventable illness, their child would be removed from school and all school related activities for the appropriate two incubation period beyond the date of onset of the last case, which is standard public health practice.”7

Pediatric Infectious Diseases Society (PIDS): PIDS “opposes any legislation or regulation that would allow children to be exempted from mandatory immunizations based simply on their parents’ refusal, even if their vaccinators believe that many states have or are considering adopting legislation or regulations that would allow for personal belief exemptions and outlines specific proposals to minimize misuse of exemptions as the “path of least resistance.” One of the previous reads as follows: “Before a child is granted an exemption, the parents or guardians must sign a statement that delineates the basis, strength, and duration of their belief; their understanding of the risks that refusal to immunize has on their child’s health and the health of others (including the potential for serious illness or death); and their acknowledge that they are making the decision not to vaccinate on behalf of their child.”8

References
Helpful websites

- www.immunize.org
- www.cdc.gov/vaccines
- www.vaccine.chop.edu
- www.aap.org/immunization
- www.vaccinateyourbaby.org
In conclusion

- Vaccines are good; VPDs are bad
- Process for obtaining legal exemption should be no easier than getting vaccinated
- State should track clusters of exempted students
- Consider proposing additional administrative procedures within existing exemption(s)
- Before submitting proposals, build support with immunization partners (coalitions)
Thank you!!!

- Diane Peterson, diane@immunize.org

- Immunization Action Coalition
  - www.immunize.org
  - www.vaccineinformation.org
Immunization Exemption Update

Beth Harvey, MD, FAAP
Immediate Past-President
Why WA State Needed an Exemption Bill

2010 National Immunization Survey

WA Series Rates Over Time, 19-35 Months of Age

15 Dose Series
- 73.7% of Washington's toddlers 19-35 months old get the right immunizations at the right time.
- Between 2009 and 2010, Washington's series rate rose by 3.4 percent while the national average rose 5%.
- Rate increase of 21.8% since 2002.

19 Dose Series
- 70.9 % of Washington's toddlers 19-35 months old are current for this series.
- Between 2009 and 2010, Washington's rate rose by 6.1% while the national average rose by 6.6%.
Kindergarten Entry
Washington State Reports on Required Immunizations

WA Kindergarten Coverage for Required Immunizations -- 10 School Years

WA Kindergarten Exemption Rates

Physician Perspective

- Vaccine hesitancy in the practice
- Perception of school office staff having parents sign exemption form out of convenience, not objection to vaccines
  - This seemed to happen to our high-risk patients who moved a lot and lived in more chaotic homes
- Worry about outbreaks
- Perception that our doctors don’t care about our high exemption rate (legislators and physicians in other states)
Level of effort to exempt is similar to effort needed to vaccinate

Requires providers to sign the Certificate of Exemption (or letter) to confirm parents or guardians received information about the benefits and risks of immunization

No provider signature is needed if parent or guardian demonstrates membership in a church or religious body that does not believe in medical treatment

Change effective July 22, 2011; all new exemption requests
What Doesn’t the Law Change?

- All types (religious, medical, philosophical) of exemptions are still available
- Previous exemptions are still valid
- No annual renewals
- Intent is not to restrict the choice to exempt, but to make certain exemptions are sincere and not just signed out of convenience to get paperwork done
Clarifying the grey areas:

- Demonstrating religious membership – parents sign a statement on the exemption form and write down their religious organization. Nothing further needed.
- If provider submits a letter instead of signing the form, it must have the child’s name, mention benefit/risk information of immunizations, and be signed by provider.
- Forms submitted before 07/22/11 are not subject to new requirements – including Spring “kindergarten round-ups”
# Certificate of Exemption

**For School, Child Care and Preschool Immunization Requirements**

**DIRECTIONS:** All exemptions must have a licensed health care provider sign & date Box 1 ("Provider Statement"). Exception: Box 1 is not required for religious exemptions when Box 2 ("Demonstration of Religious Membership") is completed. All exemptions must also have a parent/guardian sign & date Box 3 ("Parent/Guardian Statement").

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Child’s Last Name:</th>
<th>First Name:</th>
<th>Middle Initial:</th>
<th>Birthday (mm/dd/yyyy):</th>
<th>Sex:</th>
<th>Parent/Guardian Name (please print):</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Parent/Guardian, please choose the exemption(s) that apply to your child below.**

- [ ] Temporary Medical Exemption
- [ ] Permanent Medical Exemption

Vaccine(s) __________________________ Until __________ Date (or Permanent)

**Print Name of Licensed Health Care Provider (MD, DO, ND, PA, ARNP)**

X __________________________

Signature of Licensed Health Care Provider __________________________ Date __________

**Box 1**

**Provider Statement:** "I, ________________________, am a qualified provider (MD, DO, ND, PA, ARNP) licensed under Title 18 RCW. I confirm that the parent or guardian signing in Box 3 (Parent/Guardian Statement) has received information on the benefits and risks of immunization to their child as a condition for exempting their child for medical, religious, personal, or philosophical reasons."

X __________________________

Signature of Licensed Health Care Provider (MD, DO, ND, PA, ARNP) __________________________ Date __________

**Box 2**

**Parent/Guardian Demonstration of Religious Membership:** "I am a member of a church or religious body whose beliefs or teachings do not allow for medical treatment from a health care practitioner. By supplying the information requested below, no further proof or signed provider statement in Box 1 is required for this religious exemption."

X __________________________

Name of Church or Religious Body __________________________ Date __________

Signature of Parent or Guardian __________________________ Date __________

**Box 3**

**Parent/Guardian Statement:** "I certify that all the information provided on this certificate is correct and verifiable. I understand that if there is an outbreak of a vaccine-preventable disease my child has not been fully immunized against (as indicated above, for medical, personal/philosophical or religious reasons), my child may be at risk for disease and can be excluded from school, child care, or preschool until the outbreak is over."

X __________________________

Signature of Parent or Guardian __________________________ Date __________

---

If you have a disability and need this document in a different format, please call 1-800-525-0127 (TDD/TTY 1-800-833-6388).

---

1 RCW 28A.210.080-090 states that before or on the first day of every child’s attendance at any public and private school or licensed child care center in Washington State, the parent or guardian must present proof of either: (1) full immunization, (2) the initiation of and compliance with a schedule of immunization, as required by rules of the State Board of Health, or (3) a certificate of exemption, signed by a parent or guardian and a licensed health care provider.

2 A letter may substitute for a signed "Provider Statement" on this certificate. To be accepted, the letter must reference the child’s name on this certificate, confirm that the child’s parent or guardian got information on the risks and benefits of immunization to their child, and be signed by a licensed health care provider.
Long-Term Effort to Get the Bill Passed

- Legislation introduced in 3 different sessions
- Years of partnership
- Change in political landscape and recognition of problem
- Stakeholders involved:
  - Washington State Board of Health, Washington State Vaccine Advisory Committee
  - Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction (schools)/Association of school nurses
  - Department of Early Learning (licensed child cares)
  - Local Health Departments
  - Medical organizations (WCAAP, WSMA, WAFP)
  - State and local coalitions
  - Parents
  - Health plans
  - Key Legislators (chairs of healthcare committees)
Ongoing Challenges

* By beginning of school year (September 2011), DOH received several dozen calls or letters from parents about providers refusing to sign the exemption form.
* Parents who can’t get the form signed (or don’t have a medical home) are referred to their local health department or to WCAAP past-president.
* If local health won’t sign form, they should be able to assist in directing the parent.
  * Each department has needed to establish their own policies.
Where We Are Now

* Exemption rates decreased to 4.5%
* Need to look at data collected
* Monitoring religious exemption rates
* Physicians have figured out how to manage
* Other efforts to support on-time immunization
Vaccine Hesitancy
Building solutions for Washington state and beyond
Parents face a conundrum: What to believe?
Media Environment

• Hesitancy stories tend to present both sides
• Science vs. emotion
• Dr. vs. parent
• Activated opposition
• Opinion pieces in major news outlets consistently support science
• Hesitancy treated as a social or political issue vs. other public health/prevention issues
  • Tobacco
  • Healthy eating active living
  • Car seats – seat belts
  • Bike Helmets
Vaccine Hesitancy Trends

Aug 2011 – Reuters/NPR Survey

• 21.4% said they believe vaccines cause autism

• 26.6% report they were concerned about value and safety of vaccines
  • 47% had concerns about long-term impact on health
  • 46% had concerns about side effects

• 23.5% said their opinions had changed in the past five years
  • 59% said their opinion had become less favorable


• 1 in 5 parents following recommendations agreed that delaying vaccine doses was safer

• 1 in 4 disagreed that the best vaccine schedule was the one recommended by experts

• 1 in 3 parents using alternative schedules had initially followed the recommended schedule
## Audience Insights

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Providers</th>
<th>Hesitant Parents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Conversations around vaccine hesitancy are taking increasing amounts of time</td>
<td>• Changing demographics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Fighting emotional battle with science</td>
<td>• Active researchers - online and peers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Media noise and confusion coming into the clinic</td>
<td>• Perceive bias of providers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Feel unprepared for challenging interactions</td>
<td>• Distrust of pharma extending to physicians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Public Health “not for them”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Parents want</strong> to do what’s best for their child.</td>
<td><strong>Parents gather</strong> information &amp; form opinions through social networks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immunizing parents understand &amp; recognize the value of a healthy community.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Providers can influence vaccine hesitancy

| Parents want to do what’s best for their child. | Providers have great influence but have limited time and tools. They want help. |
| No evidence-based interventions to support providers’ interactions with hesitant parents. | Vax Northwest has developed a promising, innovative tool. |
| We need to test its effectiveness with a rigorous evaluation. |
Let’s turn the tide on vaccine hesitancy

The need
Vaccine hesitancy threatens the health of children and our communities.

The opportunity
Public-private partnership working with providers and communities.

The results
Innovative tools, fewer exemptions, and more children immunized on time.
Community intervention

**Strategies**
- Activate parents who immunize
- Reinforce value of a healthy community
- Engage volunteer advocates
- Provide tools & resources
- Use media to support parents’ engagement

**Tactics**
- Direct engagement
- Local data & expertise
- Child care & schools
- Messages, toolkit & support
- Social media, earned media & advertising

**Outcomes**
- Attitudes supporting vaccinations
- Local policy change
- Fewer exemptions
The Immunity Community

4 Pilot Sites
- Elementary School
- Childcare Center
- Montessori Childcare
- Preschool Co-op

Parent Advocates
- 1-2 per site
- Training
- Technical Assistance

Community Advisory Board
- 11 members
- Input and Feedback
The AAA Approach

Ask

Acknowledge

Advise
Provider intervention: Randomized controlled trial

Intervention clinics
- Identifying, engaging, & responding to vaccine-hesitant parents

Control clinics
- Current practice

Participants
- 50 Practices that provide childhood immunizations

Outcomes
- Primary
  - ↓Parent hesitancy
- Secondary
  - ↑Provider self-efficacy
  - ↑Parent trust
Providers (OB, CNM) have a key opportunity to address vaccination questions before the patient delivers the baby

- Many pregnant women make their immunization decisions before birth
- Yet many women don’t know about the Hep B birth dose
- Providers already talking with parents about infant health decisions; discussing infant immunizations is a natural fit
Every parent has their child's health and safety in mind.

Vax Northwest works to ensure that all parents have someone to answer their questions and help them find accurate, reliable information about the value of vaccines and risks of vaccine-preventable diseases.

Vax Northwest is a unique partnership working to ensure all children and communities in Washington are protected from vaccine-preventable disease. Our group has expertise in preventive medicine, infectious disease, public health, social marketing, health behavior, and resource development. We are working to find effective, proven approaches to address the problem of vaccine hesitancy.
Thank you!

Beth Harvey, MD, FAAP
Washington Chapter American Academy of Pediatrics
bharvey@wcaap.org

Ginny Heller, MSW
Immunization Action Coalition of Washington
ginnyh@withinreachwa.org
206-830-5168

Michele Roberts, MPH, MCHES
Washington State Department of Health
michele.roberts@doh.wa.gov
360-236-3720